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Artistic Image Analysis using Graph-based
Learning Approaches
Gustavo Carneiro

Abstract—We introduce a new methodology for the problem
of artistic image analysis, which among other tasks, involves the
automatic identification of visual classes present in an art work.
In this paper we advocate the idea that artistic image analysis
must explore a graph that captures the network of artistic
influences by computing the similarities in terms of appearance
and manual annotation. One of the novelties of our methodology
is the fact that the proposed formulation is a principled way
of combining these two similarities in a single graph. Using
this graph, we show that an efficient random walk algorithm
based on an inverted label propagation formulation produces
more accurate annotation and retrieval results compared to the
following baseline algorithms: bag of visual words, label propagation, matrix completion, and structural learning. We also show
that the proposed approach leads to a more efficient inference
and training procedures. This experiment is run on a database
containing 988 artistic images (with 49 visual classification
problems divided into a multi-class problem with 27 classes and
48 binary problems), where we show the inference and training
running times, and quantitative comparisons with respect to
several retrieval and annotation performance measures.
Index Terms—Content-based image retrieval, Art image analysis, Graph-based learning methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artistic image analysis is an interdisciplinary field of work
involving computer vision researchers and art historians. We
consider an artistic image to be an artistic expression represented on a flat surface (e.g., canvas or sheet of paper) in
the form of a painting, printing or drawing. The analysis of
artistic image deserves special attention by computer vision
scientists for several reasons. First, current dominant visual
classification methods in the field based on inductive models
and the bag of features (BoF) representation are not adequate
for the classification of visual classes in artistic images because
of the lack of consistent texture, color and geometry features
to represent robustly those visual classes. For instance, notice
in Fig. 1 the different types of color and textures that can be
found for the visual class ”sea”. In fact, the representation of
visual classes in artistic images is so inconsistent that color
and texture have hitherto been used only for characterizing
artists [1] and style [2] rather than visual classes. The second reason is that, compared to digital photographic images,
artistic images have several orders of magnitude less training
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Fig. 1. Different paintings showing the visual class ”sea” with remarkably
different patterns of color and texture. In (a), we show Pieter Brueghel il
Giovane’s Christ on the Storm on the Sea of Galilee; in (b) we have Claude
Monet’s Shadows on the Sea”; and (c) displays John Marin’s Sea Piece.

images. This is important because current visual classification
methodologies in the field need large training sets to work
robustly. The third reason is the potential to strengthen the
links between the fields of computer vision and art history,
which can open opportunities in terms of research, education
and applications. Finally, the fourth reason is that the analysis
of man-made artistic images may enable the development of
new approaches that can help the field of computer vision
solve more general image analysis problems.
Even though there are several types of artistic images, in
this paper we focus on art works produced via printmaking
techniques. Printmaking is a method of replicating paintings
based on intaglio printing (e.g., etching), relief printing (e.g.,
engraving) or planographic printing (e.g., lithography) [3].
Even though printmaking is considered to be a creative work
of art, the print produced still has clear connections to the
original painting, as evidenced in Fig. 2, which shows a
painting in (a) and its print (b), with noticeable similarities
and modifications. Focusing on the analysis of artistic prints
is important given that they have influenced and served as
one of the major sources of inspiration for generations of
artists. This substantial influence happened because of the
fast and cheap production of paper and advancements in
graphical arts that have happened in the last five centuries.
Specific examples can be found in the influence of Japanese
art prints on impressionist artists in the XIX th century [4], the
influence of the Flemish and Italian masters in the paintings
of the Madrilean Baroch [5], and the influence of prints on
artistic tile painters in Portugal [6], [7] (see Fig. 3). Currently,
the process of discovering the influences between different
works of art is a central task in the field of art history, which
can only be performed by an experienced art historian.
Compared to photographic images, artistic images have
several characteristics that can be explored. For instance, they
usually follow composition rules that can be exploited during
the analysis process (e.g., rule of thirds, rule of odds, etc.).
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Fig. 2. Examples of different artworks of the theme ”The Assumption of
Mary into Heaven”. In (a) it is displayed the painting by Rubens (1626), and
(b) shows a print by Willem Panneels (1630).

inverted label propagation methodology [9] has been shown
to produce empirically better annotation and retrieval results
than several baseline methods. The technical novelty of this
paper compared to [9] lies in the manner that we combine
the top ranked images to produce an annotation for the test
image, which provides considerably more accurate annotation
and retrieval results. Additionally, we compare the annotation
and retrieval results produced by our system to more baseline
methods (when compared to [9]), such as: bag of features
(BoF) with support vector machine (SVM) classifier [10], label
propagation [11], label propagation with label correlation [12],
[13], matrix completion [14], and structural learning [15].
Another novelty of this paper is with respect to the database
used, which contains 988 images with 49 visual classes
(with one multi-class problem with 27 classes and 48 binary
problems) instead of the 307 images with 22 classes (one
multi-class with 7 classes and 21 binary problems) of [9].
With this dataset, we are able to compare the performance of
all approaches with respect to the number of training images
and the dimensionality of the feature representation. Finally,
we also provide a running time complexity analysis of the
training and inference procedures of all methods discussed in
this paper.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Fig. 3. Influence of Japanese art prints (a) on impressionist paintings (b),
and of monochromatic art prints (c) on tile panel paintings (d).

Also, during the analysis process, several constraints can be
enforced if they are available, such as author, theme, style,
period and origin. Finally, one of the most important properties
that can be explored in an artistic image analysis process is
the network of artistic influence, where each new art work
can be visually similar to other previous works and this visual
similarity usually implies label similarity.
In this paper, we introduce a new method for the annotation
and retrieval of artistic prints, consisting of a simple and
effective transductive inference procedure. In general, when
compared to inductive models, transduction explores explicitly
visual and label similarities among training images and visual
similarity between training and test images, which has the
following advantages: 1) more adaptable to new training sets,
2) better results with training sets of small sizes [8], and 3)
natural choice to capture the network of artistic influences
described above. The transductive inference proposed in this
paper is an extension of the inverted label propagation methodology that we propose in [9], which is a graph-based approach,
where the nodes are represented by the images and the edge
weights are computed using a measure of appearance and
label similarities between images. Label propagation methods
usually produce annotations given a test image, while inverted
label propagation produces a ranked list of training images,
and the final annotation is then estimated based on the combination of the annotations of the ranked training images. This

In this section, we provide a brief review of the works in
art and photographic image retrieval and annotation. We also
review graph-based learning methods that are relevant to our
proposal.
The area of art image annotation and retrieval has attracted
the attention of researchers in the fields of computer vision and
machine learning [16], [17], [18]. The majority of these works
focuses on the artistic identification problem, where the goal
is to classify original and fake paintings of a given artist [19],
[20], [21] or to produce stylistic analysis of paintings [2], [22],
[23]. Most of the methods above can be regarded as adaptations from the content-based image retrieval systems [24],
where the emphasis is placed on the characterization of brush
strokes using texture or color. Multi-class classification has
been explored in other artistic image analysis. For example,
the ancient Chinese painting classification studied by Li and
Wang [1] deals with the multi-class classification of painting
styles, and the automatic brushwork annotation by Yelizaveta
et al. [25] handles the multi-class classification of brush
strokes. Nevertheless, our problem involves not only a multiclass, but also a multi-label classification [26].
Currently in photographic image annotation and retrieval,
the most successful methods are based on the bag of visual
words framework using a multiple kernel learning (MKL)
classifier [27], which is an extension of the SVM classifier that
allows the combination of several kernels. This methodology
is effective when used in a retrieval setting where the number
classes is relatively small (with a large number of training
images per class), the set of visual classes is fixed, and the
color and texture features are consistent across samples of each
visual class. Unfortunately, these constraints do not apply for
artistic images because the number of visual classes can be
quite large (with each visual class containing relatively small
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number of training images), the introduction of new images
to the database may happen often, and the visual classes are
poorly characterized by their texture and color patterns. In
photographic image analysis, there is a trend to get around
the problem of the high number of visual classes with the use
of compressed sensing [28], which finds a sub-space of smaller
dimensionality for classification. However, the dynamic nature
of this learning problem, where new classes are regularly
introduced into the training database, is still an issue in this
area of research. Finally, except for a few studies in art image
analysis [1], we are not aware of methodologies that can deal
with problems presenting visual classes with inconsistent color
and texture representations.
Graph-based learning (or network link analysis) has been
thoroughly studied by the information retrieval community
to rank web pages [29], [30], [31]. Essentially, a graph is
built where the vertexes represent the web pages and the
edge weights denote the existence of hyper-links. Analysis
algorithms based on random walks in this graph have been
designed to rank the nodes (i.e., web pages) according to their
importance in this network. These graph-based techniques
have also received considerable attention from the machine
learning community for the problems of semi-supervised
learning [32], unsupervised image segmentation [33] and
multi-class classification [34]. In the area of image retrieval [35], [36], [37], the approaches based on random walk
procedures scale gracefully, can handle training sets of small
sizes, allow the combination of visual and non-visual cues, and
tackle dynamic problems where new images and annotations
are continuously introduced into the database. However, all
these approaches generally use different graphs for different
types of information. In contrast, our formulation introduces
a new approach that joins all these similarities into a single
graph.
III. DATABASE AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The artistic database used in this paper contains 988 images
with global annotations (see Fig. 4). These images were
collected from the Artstor digital image library [38] and
annotated by art historians. The global annotation contains
one multi-class problem (theme with 27 classes) and 48 binary
problems. In the experiments, we divide this database into a
training set D, and a test set T .
The training set of annotated images is defined as D =
|D|
{(xi , yi )}i=1 , with xi being the representation of image
Ii and yi denoting the global annotation of that image
representing the M multi-class and binary problems, so
yi = [yi (1), ..., yi (M )] ∈ {0, 1}Y , where each problem is
denoted by yi (k) ∈ {0, 1}|yi (k)| with |yi (k)| representing
the dimensionality of yi (k) (i.e., |yi (k)| = 1 for binary
problems, |yi (k)| > 1 with kyi k1 = 1 for multi-class
problems), Y = 75, and M = 49 with one multi-class
problem (with 27 classes) and 48 binary problems. This means
that binary problems involve an annotation that indicates
the presence or absence of a visual class, while multi-class
annotation regards problems that one and only one of the
possible classes is present. The test set is represented by
T
|T |
ei )}i=1 , with D T = ∅. The union of D and
T = {(e
xi , y
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Calvary (theme),
Christ, Cross

Holy Family (theme),
Christ child, Mary,
St. Joseph

Resurrection (theme),
Christ, Soldier

Fig. 4. Example of annotation of printmaking images (from Artstor [38])
produced by an art historian.

S
T produces the full dataset with 988 images (i.e., |D T | =
988). The label
cardinality of the database, computed as
P|D|+|T
|
1
kyi k1 , is 4.22, while the label density
LC = |D|+|T
i=1
|
P
|D|+|T |
1
LD = (|D|+|T |)Y
kyi k1 , is 0.05.
i=1
The images are represented with the spatial pyramid [39],
where the local descriptors are extracted with the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [40] using a uniform grid over
the image and scale space in order to have 10000 descriptors
per image. The spatial pyramid representation is achieved by
tiling the image in three levels, as follows [41]: the first level
comprises the whole image, the second level divides the image
into 2 × 2 regions, and the third level breaks the image into
3 × 1 regions. The visual vocabulary is built by gathering
the descriptors from all images and running a hierarchical
clustering algorithm with three levels, where each node in the
hierarchy has 10 descendants [42]. This results in a directed
tree with 1 + 10 + 100 + 1000 = 1111 vertexes, and the image
feature is formed by using each descriptor of the image to
traverse the tree and record the path (note that each descriptor
generates a path with 4 vertexes). The histogram of visited
vertexes is weighted by the node entropy (i.e., vertexes that
are visited more often receive smaller weights). Using this
hierarchical tree (with a total of 1111 vertexes) and the tiling
described above (with 8 tiles), an image is represented by 8
histograms as in x ∈ ℜX , where X = 8 × 1111. Note that
in order to test the robustness of the methodologies to image
representations of different dimensionalities, we also build two
additional vocabularies, where each vertex of the hierarchy has
4 or 7 descendants, resulting in X = 8 × (1 + 4 + 16 + 64)
and 8 × (1 + 7 + 49 + 343), respectively.
A. Proposed Annotation and Retrieval Formulation
e from the
The annotation of a test image represented by x
test set T is achieved by finding the annotation vector y∗ that
solves the following optimization problem:
maximize p(y|e
x)
subject to y = [y(1), ..., y(M )] ∈ {0, 1}Y ,
ky(k)k1 = 1 for {k ∈ {1, ..., M }||y(k)| > 1},
(1)
where p(y|e
x) is a probability function that computes the
e with a vector y ∈ Y,
confidence of annotating the test image x
with the set Y consisting of all the possible label annotations
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present in the training set D, whose size |Y| ≤ |D|. Note
that this optimization function is quite different from the one
we proposed in our previous work [9], which was based on a
variation of the class mass normalization [43].
The proposed retrieval is done by building a set of test
e (with annotation y
e ) present in the set T that are
images x
relevant to a query q ∈ {0, 1}Y , as follows:

e )|(e
e ) ∈ T , (q⊤ y∗ ) > 0, p(y∗ |e
Q(q, τ ) = {(e
x, y
x, y
x) > τ },
(2)
where y∗ is computed with (1), and τ ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold.
IV. I NVERSE L ABEL P ROPAGATION

We first describe the general problem of inverse label
e and ranks the most
propagation, which takes a test image x
relevant training images (x, y) ∈ D via a random walk
process. We consider three solutions, each making different
assumptions about the random walk process, as follows: 1)
plain random walk (assumes a large number of independent
random walks with a large number of steps); 2) stationary
solution (assumes a random walk with an infinite number
of steps, which generates a stationary distribution); and 3)
combinatorial harmonics (assumes a one-step random walk).
All these solutions use a graph defined by G = (V, E),
built with the training set D, where the nodes V represent
the images and the weights of each edge in E are computed
based on the appearance and label similarities between the
e from the test set T , we start
training images. Given an image x
a random walk process in this graph by taking into account
the appearance similarity between the test image and training
images, and the process continues using the edge weights of
the graph. Following the notation introduced by Estrada et
al. [44], we define a random walk sequence of U steps as
t = [(x(1) , y(1) ), ..., (x(U ) , y(U ) )],

(3)

where each (x(u) , y(u) ) ∈ D. A core goal of our algorithm is
e by finding the argument
to provide a label y for a test image x
that maximizes p(y|e
x) in (1), which is estimated from the
result of the random walk algorithm, as follows:
p(y|e
x) = Z

R
X

p(y|tr )p(tr |e
x),

(4)

r=1

where r indexes a random walk (3), R represents the total
number of different (and independent) random walks, Z is
a normalization factor, and p(y|tr ) varies depending on the
solution of the inverse label propagation (see below Sections
IV-A to IV-C), but its goal is to estimate the likelihood of
the annotation y given the visited nodes during the random
walk (3). The computation of (4) assumes that each step of the
random walk is independent of all previous steps given the one
immediately before (i.e., a Markov process), so the probability
of a sequence of random steps, given the test image, is
p(t|e
x) = p([(x(1) , y(1) ), ..., (x(U ) , y(U ) )]|e
x)
" U
#
Y
(u)
(u)
(u−1)
(u−1)
e) p((x(1) , y(1) )|e
=
p((x , y )|(x
,y
), x
x)
u=2

(5)

Fig. 5.
Network structure in the training set built using the adjacency
matrix in (7) and shown using a variant of the multidimensional scaling
algorithm [45]. The large image in the center is a training image with its
most similar images, in terms of visual and annotation content, appearing
closer in the graph.

e) represents the probwhere p((x(u) , y(u) )|(x(u−1) , y(u−1) ), x
ability of selecting training image x(u) with annotation y(u)
e and
for the uth step of the random walk, given the test image x
the database image x(u−1) with annotation y(u−1) selected by
the algorithm at step u − 1, and p((x(1) , y(1) )|e
x) denotes the
e to x(1) (with annotation y(1) )
probability of hopping from x
at step u = 1.
Fig. 5 shows a part of the graph whose nodes are the training
images and edges represent the similarity between image
features and annotations, described by the adjacency matrix
W defined below in (7), where we only take into account
the similarities between training images. More specifically, we
take a training image shown at the center (enlarged image in
the figure), and display the graph structure with each node
located in a 2-D space (note that only the closest 20 images
are shown in this 2-D space).
A. Random Walk
The computation of p(y|e
x) in (4) can follow a plain random
walk (RW) strategy, where an adjacency matrix is used to build
the probability transition matrix, as follows:
P = αD−1 W + (1 − α)1v⊤ ,

(6)

where α ∈ [0, 1), v is a non-negative vector with kvk1 = 1,
1 is a column vector with ones, D, W ∈ R|D|×|D| , with
e).
W(i, j) = sy (yi , yj )sx (xi , xj )sx (xi , x

(7)

where the label similarity function is the Jaccard index defined
y⊤ y
by sy (yi , yj ) = kyi k2 +kyi j kj2 −y⊤ yj , and the feature similarity
i
function is the histogram intersection defined as sx (xi , xj ) =
PX
d=1 min(xi (d), xj (d)) (i.e., this is the histogram intersection kernel over the spatial pyramid representation described
in Sec. III, where kxk1 = 1). Note that the label and feature
similarity functions in (7) obbey the four distance P
axioms [?],
[?]. Also in (6), the diagonal matrix D(i, i) =
j W(i, j)
normalizes the rows of P. It is important to mention that the
ergodicity [?] of P in (6) is equal to α (in this paper, we fix
α = 0.85 [30]).
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The initial distribution vector (used to compute
p(x(1) , y(1) |e
x) ) takes into account only the appearance
e and all training images
between the test image x
{x1 , ..., x|D| }, as in
e), ..., sx (x|D| , x
e)]⊤ ,
p0 = [sx (x1 , x

(8)

where p0 is normalized to produce kp0 k1 = 1. Finally,
to compute p(y|e
x), we assume that the probability of y is
independent of the random walk given the last node visited,
which means that p(y|tr ) in (4) is defined as follows:
δ(ky − y(U ) k1 )
p(y|tr ) = p(y|(x(U ) , y(U ) )) = P|D|
(9)
(U ) k )
1
j=1 δ(kyj − y

where δ(.) is the Dirac delta function. The RW strategy
consists of running R independent random walk processes,
each with U steps, using the adjacency matrix in (7) and initial
distribution (8). This strategy is referred to as ILP-RW in the
experiments.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Random Walk: In
terms of training, the computation of W involves O(|D|2 )
operations, but by computing a sparse W, we can reduce this
complexity to O(|D| log |D|). For the inference, the main steps
of ILP-RW are the computation of the distribution p0 with
K nearest neighbors, which can be computed on average with
complexity O(log |D|), but has the worst case O(|D|) [46] .
The random walk algorithm has complexity O(R × U ), where
R, U << |D| are fixed constants defined a priori, which means
that the most expensive step of the inference is the initial K
nearest neighbor search.
B. Stationary Solution
The stationary solution estimates the result of a random
walk with an infinite number of steps [36] independently of
the initial distribution. This method relies on the adjacency
matrix W and diagonal matrix D, both defined in (7), to build
the normalized transition matrix:
1

1

T = D− 2 WD− 2 .

(10)

This solution exploits the eigenvector centrality (i.e., the
eigenvector of T associated with the eigenvalue equals to 1) to
determine the ranking of a node (recall that a node represents
an image in the training database D). This ranking denotes
the likelihood of visiting the node after an infinite number of
steps of a random walk process defined by T in (10).
Assuming a random initial distribution of the vertexes,
denoted by the vector v(0) , and that, at each iteration of the
random walk, the distribution underlying the decision process
builds on the weighted edges and on the probability vector p0
in (8), we compute the stationary vector as follows [11]:

where v(∞) (i) is the ith component of the stationary vector
(11), p(y|(xi , yi )) is defined as in (9) replacing (x(U ) , y(U ) )
by (xi , yi ), and Z is a normalization factor. In the experiments, this approach is represented by the acronym ILP-SS.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Stationary Solution:
The training is based on the computation of T, which has
run-time complexity of O(|D|2 ), but if T is a sparse matrix
with at most K non-zero values per row, this is reduced to
O(|D| log |D|). For the inference, the most expensive oper−1
ation stems from computing the inverse (I + αT) , which
3
in general has running time complexity O(|D| ) (but efficient
algorithms can reduce this complexity to O(|D|2.376 ) [47]).
C. Combinatory Harmonics
The combinatory harmonics solution estimates the probability of first reaching each of the database samples (xi , yi ) ∈ D
e [33].
in a random walk process starting at the test image x
The computation of this solution
extends the adjacency ma
e
W
w
f =
e is the
trix in (7), as in: W
, where w
eT
w
0
un-normalized initial distribution vector defined as w =
e), ..., sx (x|D| , x
e)]⊤ . Our goal is to find the distribu[sx (x1 , x
tion g∗ ∈ ℜ|D| (kg∗ k1 = 1), representing the probability of
first reaching each of the training images in a random walk
procedure, where the labeling matrix G = I (i.e., an |D| × |D|
identity matrix) denotes a problem with |D| classes, with each
training image representing a separate class. The estimation of
g∗ is based on the minimization of the following function:
# 2
"
GT
1
e
[G, g]L
,
(13)
E([G, g]) =
2
gT
2

e = D−
e W
f is the Laplacian matrix computed from the
where L
f where D
e is a matrix that has the sum
the adjacency matrix W,
of the rows in the diagonal (i.e., it is a diagonal matrix). This
Laplacian matrix can be divided into blocks of the same sizes
L1
B
f that is L
e =
as in W,
. Solving the following
BT
L2
optimization problem produces g∗ [33]:
minimize E([G, g])
subject to G = I,

(14)

T ⊤
which has the closed form solution [33]: g∗ = (−L−1
2 B I) .
∗
|D|
∗
Note that g ∈ [0, 1]
and kg k1 = 1.
Finally, we compute the probability of annotation y given
the test image, as in

p(y|e
x) = Z

|D|
X

g∗ (i)p(y|(xi , yi ))

(15)

i=1

where g∗ (i) is the ith component of the solution vector
v = (αT) v
+(1−α)p0 ⇒ v
= (I − αT) (1−α)p0from (14), p(y|(xi , yi )) is computed as in (12), and Z is
(11) a normalization factor. In the experiments, this approach is
where α is defined in (6) and I denotes the identity matrix.
represented by the acronym ILP-CH.
The probability of annotation y given the test image is
1) Running Time Complexity of the Combinatorial Harmoncomputed as follows:
ics: The training needs to compute the adjacency matrix with
complexity O(|D|2 ), but by calculating a sparse adjacency
|D|
X
p(y|e
x) = Z
v(∞) (i)p(y|(xi , yi ))
(12) matrix, this complexity is reduced to O(|D| log |D|). For the
inference, the most expensive operation is the computation
i=1
(u)

(u−1)

(∞)

−1
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e The
of B and L2 , which represents the last column of L.
computation of B can be simplified with a computation of its
values only for the K nearest neighbors, which means that
we only need to compute the relevant K rows of the matrix
f Therefore, the running time complexity is dominated by
W.
the K nearest neighbor search, which has average complexity
O(log |D|), but worst case O(|D|) followed by the compuf and D,
e which means that the whole algorithm
tation of W
should run in O(|D| log |D|), on average.
V. BASELINE M ETHODOLOGIES
The performance of our approach is compared with different
visual classification methodologies that have recently shown
state-of-the-art results in photographic image retrieval and
annotation tasks. Specifically, we evaluate the performance of
other inductive and transductive methodologies, in addition to
random annotation and nearest neighbor approaches. For the
inductive learning, we study the performance of bag of features
and structural learning. The transductive methodology is tested
with different types of label propagation methods.
A. Random Annotation
The random global annotation uses a random variable w ∼
U (0, 1), where U (0, 1) denotes a uniform distribution between
0 and 1, and the optimal annotation y∗ is defined based on
the priors of the visual classes, as follows:

Multi-class:

Binary:


π1 ,
w < p(y(k) = π1 )




 ..
∗
.
y (k) =

|y(k)|−1

P


p(y(k) = πy ) ≤ w
 π|y(k)| ,
y=1

1, w < p(y(k) = 1)
y∗ (k) =
,
0,
otherwise

(16)
1
⊤
y(k)
π
denotes
the
class
where p(y(k) = πy ) = |D|
y
i
i=1
priors with πy = 1 for binary problems and πy ∈ {0, 1}|y(k)|
with zeros everywhere except at the y th position for multiclass problems. The probability of the random
QM annotation
y∗ from (16) is computed with p(y∗ |e
x) = k=1 p(y(k) =
y∗ (k)) using the class priors defined above. In the experiments, this approach is named RND.
P|D|

B. Nearest Neighbor
The nearest neighbor annotation y∗ for a test image repree is produced by taking the annotation of the closest
sented by x
training image, as follows: (y∗ , x∗ ) = arg min(yi ,xi )∈D kxi −
ek2 . In the experiments, this approach is represented with NN.
x
C. Bag of Features

The bag of features model is based on Y support vector
machine (SVM) classifiers using the one-versus-all training
method. Specifically, we train the Y classifiers (each classifier for each label) p(y(k) = πy |e
x, θSV M (k, y)), for k ∈
{1, ..., M }, y ∈ {1, ..., |y(k)|}, πy ∈ {0, 1}|y(k)| (with the
y th element equal to one and rest are zero), and the annotation
and retrieval use the same
QM methods
Qy(k) in (1) and (2), respectively,
assuming p(y|e
x) = k=1 y=1 p(y(k) = πy |e
x, θSV M (y)).

6

The penalty factor of the SVM for the slack variables is
determined via cross-validation, where the training set D
is divided into a training and validation sets of 90% and
10% of D, respectively. This model roughly represents the
state-of-the-art approach for image annotation and retrieval
problems [48], but notice that the fact that it assumes one
independent classifier for each class represents a disadvantage
of this approach. This approach is represented by the acronym
BoF in the experiments.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Bag of Features: The
training stage is quite complex given that it it involves: 1) the
implementation of the visual vocabulary with the hierarchical
k-means (complexity of O(|D|2 )); and 2) training of one SVM
classifier per class (with worst case complexity O(|D|3 ) due
to the need of inverting a |D| × |D| matrix, but much more
efficient algorithms have been proposed recently [49]). The
inference only involves a linear product between the support
vectors and the test image feature, which has complexity
O(Y × S), with S being the number of support vectors.
D. Label Propagation
The label propagation encodes the similarity between pairs
of images using the graph Laplacian, and estimate the annotations of test image using transductive inference. This method
has been intensively investigated, but we only present the
main developments proposed in this area of research. The
main objective of label propagation techniques is to find
the annotation matrix F∗ using the following optimization
problem [11]:
minimize 0.5 tr(F⊤ (D − W)F)
,
subject to fi = yi , for i = 1, ..., |D|

(17)

where F ∈ ℜ(|D|+|T |)×Y , W, D ∈ ℜ(|D|+|T |)×(|D|+|T |) ,
Wij = sx (xi , xj ) with sx (.) defined in (7) such that the index
for the training set is from 1 to |D| and for the test set from
|D| + 1 to |D| + |T |, D is a diagonal matrix with its (i, i)element equal to the sum of the ith row of W, and tr(.) is an
operator that computes the trace of a matrix. This problem has
the closed form solution F∗ = β(I − α(D − W))−1 Y, where
I denotes the identity matrix, Y⊤ = [y1 , ..., y|D| , 0, ..., 0] ∈
ℜY ×(|D|+|T |) and α and β are regularization parameters such
that α + β = 1. In the experiments, this approach is named
LP, as defined in Sec. IV-A, α = 0.85, which means that
β = 0.15. The problem in (17) has been extended in order to
include label correlation [12], [13], as follows
minimize 0.5 tr(F⊤ (D − W)F)+
(1 − µ)tr((F − Y)Λ(F − Y)) + µtr(FCF⊤ ),

(18)

where Λ is a matrix containing ones in the diagonal from
indexes 1 to |D|, and zero otherwise, and C ∈ [−1, 1]Y ×Y
contains the correlation between classes. The problem in (18)
has the closed form solution F∗ = (D − W)−1 Y(I − µC),
where µ is a regularization parameter. We represent this
approach by LP-CC in the experiments. After finding F∗
using (17) or (18), the values for yi∗ for each test image is
estimated with class mass normalization [43], which adjusts
the class distributions to match the priors. Notice that with (17)
and (18), followed by class mass normalization, it is possible
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to obtain the optimal y∗ , but the retrieval problem can only
build the set of test images that have q⊤ y∗ > 0 without any
confidence measure (i.e., the image is either retrieved or not
given a certain query). Hence, we still use (2), but we can no
longer sort the test images from most to least relevant to a
given query.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Label Propagation: The
training involves pre-computing part of the matrix W related
to the training set with complexity O(|D|2 ), but similarly
to the inverse label propagation methods, we can compute
a sparse matrix W with run-time complexity O(|D| log |D|).
The inference involves the computation of the inverses (I −
α(D − W))−1 in (17) or (D − W)−1 in (18), which in
general has running time complexity O((|D| + |T |)3 ) (but
efficient algorithms can reduce this complexity to O((|D| +
|T |)2.376 ) [47]).
E. Matrix Completion
The matrix completion formulation consists of forming a
joint matrix with annotation and features, as follows [14]:
minimize rank(Z)
subject to Zy = [y1 ...y|D| ], Zx = [x1 ...x|D| ],
(19)
x1 ...e
x|T | ].
Zxe = [e


Zy Zy ∗
where Z =
, and goal is to find the values for
Zx Zxe
∗
∗
Zy∗ = [y1 ...y|T | ]. In (19), the non-convex minimization objective function rank(.) is replaced by the convex nuclear norm
Pmin{|D|,Y +X}
kZk∗ = k=1
σk (Z), where the σk (Z) represents
the singular values of Z. Moreover, the equality constraints for
Zx and Zxe are replaced by squared losses, and the constraint
for Zy is relaxed to a logistic loss. After finding Zy∗ , the
values for yi∗ for each test image are estimated with class
mass normalization [43]. Similarly to the label propagation
methods described above, we are able to obtain the optimal
y∗ , but the retrieval problem described in (2) cannot sort the
test images because we never compute p(y|e
x). This approach
is represented by the acronym MC in the experiments.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Matrix completion: For
the matrix completion, all test images are placed in matrix
Z, and the resulting annotation is computed for all of them
simultaneously at the inference procedure, which means that
there is no training stage. The algorithm in [14] consists of
a fixed point continuation method, whose main task is the
computation of the SVD of Z, which has a computational
complexity of O(|D|3 ).
F. Structural Learning
The structural learning formulation follows the structured
SVM implementation [15], which is based on the margin
maximization quadratic problem, defined by:
minimizew,ξ kwk2 + C

|D|
X

ξi

i=1

subject to w⊤ Ψ(yi , xi ) − w⊤ Ψ(y, xi ) + ξi ≥ ∆(yi , y),
i = 1...|D|, ∀y ∈ {0, 1}Y ,
ξi ≥ 0, i = 1...|D|
(20)

where ∆(yi , y) = kyi − yk1 , Ψ(y, x) = x ⊗ y ∈ ℜX×Y
(i.e., this is a tensor product combining the vectors x and
y by replication the values of x in every dimension y ∈
{1, ..., Y } where y⊤ πy = 1), C is penalty for non-separable
points, and ξd denotes the slack variables to deal with nonseparable problems. The inference problem is simply y∗ =
e) using w learned with (20), and Y
arg maxy∈Y w⊤ Ψ(y, x
denoting the set of all possible annotations in the training set.
Similarly to the cases above, we can estimate y∗ , but we do not
compute p(y|e
x), which means that retrieval problem described
in (2) cannot sort the test images. We represent this approach
with the acronym SL in the experiments.
1) Running Time Complexity of the Structural Learning:
Structural learning is in general solved with large margin methods (e.g., cutting plane approaches), which has complexity
O(|D|2 ) with the use of kernels. The inference problem is
based on testing all annotations in Y in order to determine
the optimal y∗ , which in the worst case has complexity
O(|D| × X × Y ).
VI. E XPERIMENTS
For the experiments, we run a 10-fold cross validation,
where the database is divided into a training set D with 90%
of the original data points (i.e., |D| = 889), and a test set
T with the remaining 10% of the points (i.e., |T | = 99). We
compute several retrieval and annotation errors and display the
results using the average and standard deviation in this 10-fold
cross validation experiment. We explain how the errors are
computed in Sec. VI-A, and show the results for our methods
and the baseline approaches in Sec. VI-B. Also, the values of
several parameters in our models are defined by dividing the
initial training set of 889 images into training and validation
sets (with 90% and 10% of the original size of the training
set, respectively), and the values achieved for each parameter
are: number of nearest neighbors is K = 20 in Sec. IV-A and
Sec. IV-C; length of random walk is U = 10 in (3); number
of random walks is R = 100 in (4). Finally, in order to assess
the scalability of the methodology with respect to the database
size, we run the same set of experiments with a database of
307 images, where |D| = 276 and |T | = 31 (note that in
this database the label cardinality is 5.45, the label density is
0.19, and the dimensionality of the label vector is 28, with
one multiclass problem containing 7 classes and 21 binary
problems); Furthermore, the scalability in terms of the image
representation dimensionality is estimated by modifying the
hierarchical clustering algorithm with three levels, where each
node has {4, 7, 10} descendants (Sec. III) 1 .
A. Retrieval and Annotation Error Measures
We compare the performance of the annotation methodologies using three different types of measures. The first computes
the retrieval performance by taking the mean (over all visual
classes) of the mean average precision (MAP) [50], which is
1 Recall that the acronyms for the methodologies tested in this section are
defined as follows: inverse label propagation (ILP), combinatorial harmonics
(CH), stationary solution (SS), random walk (RW), bag of features (BoF),
label propagation (LP), class label correlation (CC), matrix completion (MC),
structural learning (SL), random (RND), nearest neighbor (NN).
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TABLE I
R ETRIEVAL , LABEL - BASED AND EXAMPLE - BASED RESULTS OF ALL METHODOLOGIES USING THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MEASURES
DESCRIBED IN S EC . VI-A. T HE HIGHLIGHTED VALUE IN EACH COLUMN INDICATES THE HIGHEST FOR EACH MEASURE .
Models
ILP-CH
ILP-SS
ILP-RW
BoF
LP
LP-CC
MC
SL
RND
NN

Retrieval
Label
MAP
0.18 ± .04
0.12 ± .01
0.10 ± .01
0.12 ± .05
0.11 ± .01
0.11 ± .01
0.17 ± .01
0.14 ± .01
0.08 ± .06
0.13 ± .01

Label-based annotation
Average
Average
Average
Precision
Recall
F1
0.26 ± .05
0.26 ± .05
0.26 ± .05
0.15 ± .02
0.16 ± .05
0.15 ± .04
0.10 ± .03
0.13 ± .02
0.11 ± .03
0.14 ± .11
0.10 ± .06
0.11 ± .08
0.12 ± .02
0.12 ± .02
0.12 ± .02
0.13 ± .02
0.14 ± .02
0.13 ± .02
0.24 ± .03
0.11 ± .02
0.15 ± .02
0.20 ± .04
0.15 ± .03
0.17 ± .03
0.06 ± .01
0.07 ± .01
0.06 ± .01
0.17 ± .02
0.17 ± .04
0.17 ± .03

defined as the average precision over all queries, at the ranks
that the recall changes. The second computes the label-based
annotation performance by taking the mean (over all visual
classes) of the precision, recall and F1 values [50]. Finally, the
third measure assesses the example-based annotation performance of the full annotation produced by each methodolgy by
computing the mean (over all test examples) of the precision,
recall, F1 and accuracy values [50].
B. Results
We first show in Fig. 6, an experiment about the scalability
of the methodologies with respect to database size and to feature dimensionality. In the first row, it is displayed the retrieval,
label-based and example-based annotation performances (error
bars with mean and standard deviation) of all methodologies
with respect to the training set size, where the database with
307 images has 28 visual classes and the one with 988 images
has 75 classes. The second row shows the performance of all
methodologies as a function of the dimensionality of image
representation. Table VI shows the retrieval, label-based and
example-based annotation performances (mean and standard
deviation) of all methodologies using the database with 988
images and the hierarchical tree with 1111 visual words (see
Sec. III). Figure 7 shows the annotation produced by ILP-CH
in several test images.
C. Running Times
We measure how much time it takes, on average, for the
training and inference procedures of each methodology, and
the results are shown in Table II, where we state whether the
method is transductive (T) or inductive (I). Note that for the
methods LP, LP-CC, and MC the inference results are produced on the annotation of all 99 test images simultaneously,
while for the other methods, the results are shown per image.
Also, all running times have been evaluated using Matlab
implementations of the algorithms on the following computer:
MacBook Pro, 2.3GHz Intel Core i5 with 4GB of memory.
D. Discussion
According to the results in Sec. VI-B, we can conclude that
for the database used in this paper, our proposed approach,
called ILP-CH, leads to the most accurate annotation and retrieval results, when compared to the competing methodologies

Average
Precision
0.39 ± .03
0.24 ± .04
0.33 ± .03
0.47 ± .05
0.32 ± .03
0.27 ± .03
0.47 ± .03
0.37 ± .04
0.26 ± .02
0.32 ± .04

Example-based annotation
Average
Average
Recall
F1
0.39 ± .04
0.38 ± .03
0.24 ± .04
0.23 ± .04
0.36 ± .03
0.34 ± .03
0.26 ± .08
0.30 ± .05
0.28 ± .02
0.26 ± .02
0.26 ± .03
0.25 ± .03
0.28 ± .02
0.32 ± .02
0.32 ± .03
0.34 ± .03
0.21 ± .01
0.22 ± .01
0.32 ± .03
0.31 ± .03

Average
Accuracy
0.33 ± .03
0.20 ± .04
0.26 ± .03
0.23 ± .05
0.19 ± .01
0.18 ± .02
0.25 ± .02
0.28 ± .03
0.15 ± .01
0.26 ± .03

presented in Sec. V. We can also see that ILP-CH also leads
to the more efficient training and inference procedures. The
results for ILP-SS and ILP-RW are not competitive enough
in this database. Structural learning and matrix completion
methodologies produce relatively worse results than ILP-CH,
but they are competitive for most measures. We suspect that
larger training sets can improve the annotation and retrieval
results of these approaches. However, the main issues with
SL and MC are with respect to their training and inference
running times, respectively. Label propagation is surprisingly
worse than other approaches in terms of the retrieval and
annotation results. Finally, BoF is competitive, but the time
to train the models is much larger than for other approaches.
It is interesting to see the behavior of all approaches in
terms of the database size and the feature dimensionality.
In general, all methods produce more accurate results for
smaller databases because the number of image classes is
smaller. More specifically, the database of 307 images contains
28 classes, while the 988-image database has 75 classes. It
is also worth observing that all methods present a similar
degradation slope in terms of the database size, except for
MC, which presents a better robustness (it remains to be
studied the reason for that better robustness). Also, all methods
have similar performances with the feature representations that
use a hierarchical tree, where each node has either 7 or 10
descendants, but the performance deteriorates considerably for
all approaches with a hierarchical tree, where each node has
4 descendants.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce the problem of artistic image
annotation and retrieval and propose several solutions using
graph-based learning techniques. The methodologies proposed
TABLE II
RUNNING TIMES FOR THE TRAINING AND INFERENCE PROCEDURES OF
EACH METHODOLOGY ( IN BRACKETS , IT IS INDICATED IF THE
METHODOLOGY IS A TRANSDUCTIVE (T) OR AN INDUCTIVE (I) MODEL ).
Methodology
ILP-CH (T)
ILP-SS (T)
ILP-RW (T)
BoF (I)
LP (T)
LP-CC (T)
MC (T)
SL (I)

Training
119s
119s
119s
2 × 104 s
149s
149s
0s
2.5 × 105 s

Inference
0.7s
4s
3.8s
1.9s
0.85s
0.85s
365s
3s
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Fig. 6. Scalability of the methodologies with respect to training set size (first row), and dimensionality of the image representation (second row). The hor.
axis in (a)-(c) indicates the database size, which are 307 and 988 images. In (d)-(f), the hor. axis represents the dimensionality of the image representation
with the first number indicating the database size (fixed at 988), number of descendants in {4, 7, 10}, and total number of leaves in the hierarchical tree in
{64, 343, 1000} (see Sec. III).

Manual:
Automated:

Fig. 7.

Holy Family (theme),
Christ child, Mary, St. Joseph
Holy Family (theme),
Christ child, Mary, St. Joseph

Circumcision of Christ (theme),
Christ child, Mary, Priest, St. Joseph
Circumcision of Christ (theme),
Christ child, Mary, Priest, St. Joseph

Nativity (theme),
Christ child, Mary
Nativity (theme),
Christ child, Mary, St. Joseph

Judith (theme),
Holofernes, Judith, Maidservant
Judith (theme),
Holofernes’ head, Judith

Annotation results from ILP-CH with the manually annotated ground truth for reference.

represent a relatively new transductive inference based on a
random walk approach, where the technique that produced
the best results in terms of accuracy and efficiency is an
inverse label propagation approach based on combinatorial
harmonics [33]. The annotation and retrieval results of the
proposed method are compared to the results produced by
several state-of-the-art approaches based on: bag of features,
label propagation, matrix completion, and structural learning.
These results are computed in a database of annotated artistic
images containing 988 annotated images in a multi-label problem containing 49 visual classification problems divided into
a multi-class problem with 27 classes and 48 binary problems.
We plan to investigate further the role of composition of
visual classes in artistic images, which implies the detection
of objects in such images. We also plan to study the influence
of human and animal poses in artistic image analysis. Finally,
other interesting topics of investigation are the study of new
image representations and new kernel functions to compute
W in (7).
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